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Abstract. Three important aspects for the assessment of the possibilities of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of
compressible flow are investigated. In particular the magnitude of all subgrid-terms, the role of the discretization
errors and the correlation of the turbulent stress tensor with several subgrid-models are studied. The basis of the
investigation is a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the two- and three-dimensional compressible mixing
layer, using a finite volume method on a sufficiently fine grid. With respect to the first aspect, the exact filtered
Navier-Stokes equations are derived and all terms are classified according to their order of magnitude. It is
found that the pressure dilatation subgrid-term in the filtered energy equation, which is usually neglected in
the modelling-practice, is as large as e.g. the pressure velocity subgrid-term, which in general is modelled. The
second aspect yields the result that second- and fourth-order accurate spatial discretization methods give rise to
discretization errors which are larger than the corresponding subgrid-terms, if the ratio between the filter width
and the grid-spacing is close to one. Even if an exact representation for the subgrid-scale contributions is assumed,
LES performed on a (considerably) coarser grid than required for a DNS, is accurate only if this ratio is sufficiently
larger than one. Finally the well-known turbulent stress tensor is investigated in more detail. A priori tests of
subgrid-models for this tensor yield poor correlations for Smagorinsky's model, which is purely dissipative, while
the non-eddy viscosity models considered here correlate considerably better.

1. Introduction
Most turbulent flows contain too many scales for a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) o f
the Navier-Stokes equations. A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) tackles this problem by solving
only the large scales, while the effect o f the small (subgrid-)scales is modelled (e.g. [1, 2]).
M a n y researchers have attempted to validate LES with the use of DNS at relatively low
Reynolds numbers (e.g. [3-10]). In such tests o f LES two stages can be distinguished: a priori
tests and a posteriori tests [5]. A priori tests of LES are performed by filtering a DNS-database
in order to calculate the turbulent stress and to compare this quantity with stresses prescribed
by subgrid-models. In con[ras!, a posteriori tests incorporate actual Large Eddy Simulations
whose results are c o m p a r e d w i t h those of the filtered DNS. In this paper we present a priori
tests, using DNS o f the temporal compressible plane mixing layer. A posteriori tests will be
presented in a forthcoming article.
Free shear layers occur in many complex problems of practical importance, e.g. the flow
behind an airfoil. F r o m a computational point of view, the plane mixing layer, subject o f
this paper, is the simplest free shear flow. Direct numerical simulations o f the incompressible
plane mixing layer have been reported in literature a number of times. A two-dimensional
study is performed by e.g. Lesieur et al. [12], while investigations of the three-dimensional
problem, in which transition to turbulence is found, have been presented [ 15, 16]. Sandham and
Reynolds [17] studied the compressible mixing layer, especially focussing on the structures
occurring in the early stages of transition. Here we will present two- and three-dimensional
simulations of the compressible plane mixing layer and focus on the turbulent flow regime.
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Although we observe many differences between the flows in two and three dimensions, several
conclusions drawn for LES are remarkably similar in both settings. In particular the role of
the discretization errors in LES and the poor correlation of eddy-viscosity models appear to
be qualitatively unaffected by the dimension of the flow.
This paper is organised as follows. First we will give the exact filtered equations for
compressible flow in section 2. In section 3 we will present a two-dimensional DNS and
verify its accuracy. In section 4 this two-dimensional database is used for a priori tests of
LES. Three aspects will be examined: the classification of the (subgrid-)terms in the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations with respect to their order of magnitude, the role of the discretization
errors and, finally, the correlation between the turbulent stress and several subgrid-models.
Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of a three-dimensional simulation. We summarize our
conclusions in section 6.

2. Filtering the Navier-Stokes equations
The equations for compressible flow are the well-known Navier-Stokes equations. In this
section we will deduce the exact system of filtered Navier-Stokes equations, which contains
many more subgrid-terms than the corresponding incompressible system. For this purpose we
will introduce a convenient functional notation.
The Navier-Stokes equations, which represent conservation of mass, momentum and energy, read

(1)
(2)
(3)

Otp = - O j ( p u j ),
= -Oj(pu

j) -

+ Oj - j,

Ore = - O j ( ( e + p ) u j ) + Oj(vijul) - Ojqj,

where the symbols Ot and Oj denote the partial differential operators O/Ot and O/Oxj respectively and the summation convention for repeated indices is used. The independent variables
t and xj represent time and the spatial co-ordinates, respectively.
We introduce a functional notation and write this system of equations in the following way:

(4)

NS(p, u, p, e, 7-, q) = 0.

The velocity vector is denoted by u, while p is the density and p the pressure. Moreover, e is
the total energy density

p

e = E(p, u,p) - 7 - 1 +

1

~puiui.

(5)

The viscous stress tensor 7- is based on the temperature T and velocity u,

Tij = Fij(u, T ) -

#(T) /

2

\

[
Re \OJui
"q- OiUj -- -~6ij(OkUk/} ,

(6)

where 6ij is the Kronecker delta and #(T) the dynamic viscosity, expressed by Sutherland's
law for air,
#(T)=T~I+C
T + C

(7)
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with C : 0.4. In addition q represents the heat flux vector, given by

#(T)
OjT.
qj : Qj(T) = - (,./_ 1) RePr M 2

(8)

The temperature T is related to the density and the pressure by the ideal gas law

T = G(p,p) =',/M 2p.

(9)

These equations have been made dimensionless by introducing a reference length LR, velocity
UR, density PR, temperature TR and viscosity #R. In addition, % the ratio of the specific heats
Cp and Cv, and the Prandtl number Pr are given the values 3 / = 1.4 and Pr = 0.72 [18]. The
values of the Reynolds number Re = PRuRLR/#R and the reference Mach number MR =
uR/TX/-;y--I~gTR, where Rg is the universal gas constant, are given for each case separately.
Having introduced these notations, the system of equations can be written in a concise form:

NS(p, u,p, e,'r, q)
e
~'ij
qj
T

=
=
=
=

0,
E(p,u,p),
F~j (u, T),
Qj(T),

=

G(p,p).

(10)

In many turbulent flows the ratio between the largest and smallest scales is much too
large for these equations to be solved directly and, hence, the equations are filtered. A filter
operation extracts the large-scale part f from a variable f. In LES a spatial filter is employed,
] ( x ) = f n GA(X-- ~)f(~) d~,

(11)

where f~ is the flow domain and A denotes the 'filter width' associated with the kernel G,,,.
The filtered equations that are derived here, are valid when the 'bar-filter' is any linear operator
that commutes with the partial differential operators Ot and Oj. Applying the filter operation
to the nonlinear terms in the Navier-Stokes equations leads to filtered quantities which cannot
be directly expressed in terms of the filtered dependent variables. Usually, a decomposition
of such terms in a part related to the filtered variables and a so-called 'subgrid-term' is made.
To avoid subgrid-terms in the continuity equation, Favre [19] introduced a related linear filter
operation for compressible flow,
] = --=P

(12)

which in general does not commute with the partial differential operators. This 'Favre-filter'
will be applied to e.g. the velocity vector.
The derivation of the filtered continuity and momentum equations is straightforward; we
simply apply the bar-filter to the original equations (1, 2). Deriving an expression for the
filtered energy equation is a more tedious task, which can be performed in several ways.
Two possible approaches are presented here, leading to different systems of equations, called
system I and II respectively. For the first system the filtered variables/5, fi and i0 are used
and a modified energy density ~ is introduced in order to retain the equation of state (5)
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Table 1. Expressions for the subgrid-terms.
Symbol
Momentum equation
Energy equation

System I
Expression

Symbol

System II
Expression

Al,i

Of(flail)

C,,i

A:,~

Oj(% - %)

C2,~

0 i ( % - "h~)

S~
B2
B3

~-4-~O~(p'-~-~j)
pOkuk -- ~Ok~zk
Oi(pakjuk )

D,
D2
93

7~_tOj(~-~-~)
Oj (½~(uk~u i - u--'~k~j))
Oj (~21~akk~j)

05

O~(qj -4~)

B4

Of (fiaij - ~pak~6,,-

")

Zak~Oj~,,

B5

r~jOjuk - ~ O j ~

137

Oj(q~ -4~)

for the filtered variables. The second system employs the variables/5, fi, ~ and involves the
introduction of a modified pressure, ~, through the equation of state.
System I is symbolically written as:
NS(tS, fi, i0,~,i-,~) = /~,
=

%

(13)

E(p,a,p),

=

=

It has the same form as the original unfiltered system with two exceptions: the arguments
are filtered variables and the right-hand side/~ in the 'NS-component' does not equal zero
anymore. The evolution equation for ~ in equation (13) is obtained when the bar filter is
applied to the energy equation (3) and the transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy
is subtracted. The right-hand side/~ contains the subgrid-terms,

/~ =

(

0

-- A1 -t- A 2

)

(14)

-- B1 - B 2 - B3 + B 4 + B5 + B 6 - B7

As a consequence of adopting the Favre-filter, the filtered continuity equation does not contain
any subgrid-term, so the first component of R vanishes. The second component represents the
subgrid-terms in the momentum equation and consists of three components itself. The first
term A l,i = Oj (fiaij) contains the turbulent stress tensor, defined as
aij = uiu'-'~ - ~ i f t j

(15)

A second subgrid term, A2,i, appears in the momentum equation, which is a result of the
nonlinearities in the viscous fluxes. Finally the third component of/~ contains the terms B1 to
B7, which represent the subgrid-terms in the filtered energy equation. The explicit expressions
of all subgrid-terms can be found in Table 1.
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Next, we present system II which in contrast to system I does not involve a modified
energy ~, but a modified pressure 15 and correspondingly a modified temperature T. This
system symbolically has the form:

NS(fi,6,15,~,~',(l) = /~,

(16)

¢'ij = F~j (fi, T),
4j

=
=

with subgrid-terms
/~ =

(

o

-- C1 + C2

)

,

(17)

-- D1 - D2 + D3 + D4 - D5

which can be found in Table 1 as well. The modified pressure 15 is related to the filtered
pressure,/Z in system I through
i5=(3'-1)

(

'
)
'
g--~fi~k~k =lS+~(3"--l)fiakk.

(18)

Similarly, the expression
1

= 3 " i ~ / f i = T + ~3"(3" - 1)U2akk,

(19)

relates the modified temperature T to the filtered temperature 2b. It is not easy to decide
which system of equations is to be preferred. Formally both systems are equivalent and can
form a suitable starting point for LES-modelling. System II contains fewer subgrid-terms than
system I, which is an advantage for modelling. On the other hand, a modified pressure appears
in system II. This is a disadvantage, since the pressure is usually an important variable in
compressible flows.
In any case, we observe that the filtered equations for compressible flow contain many
subgfid-terms. Formally, all these quantities require modelling. In modelling-practice, however, only the subgfid-terms ALi, B1 and B3 (for system I), or Cl,i and D1 (for system II) are
taken into account. Indeed, it seems reasonable to neglect the subgrid-terms that contain the
viscous stress or heat flux, which are relatively small in flows with high Reynolds numbers.
However, it does not seem correct to neglect inviscid subgrid-terms, e.g. the pressure dilatation
term B2, which is purely an effect of compressibility. From these considerations it follows
that it is necessary to give an indication of the order of magnitude of all subgrid-terms in order
to provide a more solid basis for turbulence modelling. To this aim we use the results of direct
numerical simulations of the compressible mixing layer, in order to explicitly calculate the
magnitude of these terms.
3. D N S o f t h e m i x i n g l a y e r

In this section the two-dimensional temporal compressible mixing layer in a rectangular
domain [0, L1] x [ - L2/2, L2/2] is considered. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed
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in the Zl-direction, and in the z2-direction the boundaries are free slip walls. The basic
initial velocity profile is the hyperbolic tangent profile U = t a n h ( 2 x 2 / 3 w , i ) , where 6o~,i is the
initial value of the vorticity thickness [20]. We obtain the initial temperature profile from the
Busemann-Crocco law [21] and the initial pressure distribution is uniform. Since all flow
variables are treated as periodic in the zl-direction, e.g. p ( z l + r i L l , z 2 , t) = p ( z l , z 2 , t ) , the
pressure as obtained from eq. (5) is periodic as well. The reference length LR is half the initial
vorticity thickness, while the reference density, velocity, temperature and dynamic viscosity
axe the initial upper stream values. A low amplitude perturbation consisting of a sinusoidal
wave superimposed on uniform noise and multiplied with a Gaussian in the z2 direction is
initially added to the basic profile. The sinusoidal wave selected corresponds to the most
unstable mode according to linear stability theory [22]. L1 is set equal to twice the wavelength of the most unstable mode, i.e. so-called two-eddy simulations [20] are performed.
Alternative perturbations of the mean field have been studied as well. If these perturbations
are of sufficiently low amplitude it is known that after a short transient the most unstable mode,
as predicted by linear stability theory, becomes dominant automatically. The specific initial
perturbation involving noise confined to the near centerline region and a sinusoidal wave, was
selected in order to reduce the transient and to save computing time. It is well known that in
2D mixing layers predominantly large scale structures emerge. Hence, this flow forms a first,
relatively simple test-case for LES. In 3D the flow develops a turbulent state with many small
scale structures, results of which are presented in section 5.
The numerical method is based on a finite volume approach on a uniform grid with
central spatial differencing that is second-order accurate in space. The time integration is
performed with a second-order accurate explicit four-stage Runge-Kutta method. The spatial
discretization employs two distinct control volumes, one for the convective and the other for
the viscous terms. For the convective terms, the control volume at a certain vertex is formed
by the four cells which meet at the vertex. On the other hand, the center points of these four
cells are identified as the comers of the control volume used for the viscous terms. The flux
vectors are integrated over the cell faces with the trapezoidal rule [23, 24].
Direct numerical simulations are performed at MR = 0.2 and M R = 0.6 using R e = 200.
The results of the simulations show that with this numerical method an accurate DNS is
obtained. The simulations are qualitatively correct; the fundamental instability grows, saturates
and produces two vortices (Fig. la), which move towards each other and merge (Fig. lb) [12].
Since an unforced simulation is considered the total kinetic energy decays due to the molecular
dissipation. The subsequent analysis, however, is concerned with the initial roll-up and pairing
processes encountered in this flow and the above mentioned decay has no consequences on
the results presented here. The DNS is also quantitatively correct, if the resolution is adequate.
In the initial, linear regime in which the perturbations of the mean field are small, the growth
rate of the most unstable mode as predicted by linear stability theory was recovered with an
error well within 0.5% using the grids containing 1282 and 2562 cells for both Mach numbers
considered (a detailed account can be found in [25]). The accuracy with which the flow field
in the DNS is captured is further supported by Fig. 2 (MR = 0.2) and Fig. 3 (MR = 0.6),
which present the evolution of the vorticity thickness, obtained from simulations with 642,
1282 and 2562 cells respectively. The vorticity thickness (the definition is given in [20]) is a
relatively sensitive quantity. The results show a clear convergence for both Mach numbers.
The time at which the vorticity thickness attains its maximum value corresponds with the
pairing of the vortices. A comparison between Figs. 2 and 3 confirms the fact that an increased
compressibility slows down the growth of the vorticity thickness in dimensionless time units
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Fig. 1. Contours of spanwise vorticity at t -- 40 (a) and t -- 100 (b). The contour increment is 0.1.

[17]. Note, however, that the time unit depends on the Mach number as well. It is a factor three
smaller at MR = 0.6 than at MR = 0.2, indicating that in actual time the process is faster at
higher Mach numbers. The 2562-simulation at MR = 0.2 was repeated with a fourth-order
accurate finite difference discretization in space for the convective terms. The corresponding
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Fig. 2. Vortieity thickness for simulations at MR = 0.2 with a 642-grid (dashed), a 1282-grid (dotted) and a
2562-grid (solid).
curve of the vorticity thickness coincides with the converged results shown in Fig. 3. We
conclude that a DNS with 2562 cells provides accurate data which can be used to investigate
the role of subgrid-terms and discretization errors in LES-smdies.

4. Filtering the DNS-data
The numerical procedure to calculate the terms in the filtered Navier-Stokes equations proceeds
in a few steps. First the 2562-DNS-data are filtered with the positive top-hat filter [11], in
which the kernel is given by

G'a(Y) =

0

ifly~l < Ai/2
otherwise.

(i = 1,2),

(20)

The filter width corresponds with eight cells in each direction (Ai = Li/32), unless stated
otherwise. The integration that appears in equation (11) is performed with the trapezoidal rule.
As a result, the filter operation yields the filtered quantities occurring in the filtered NavierStokes equations defined on the 2562-grid. Since these quantities are relatively smooth, the
spatial derivatives applied to them are accurately calculated with the fourth-order five point
central difference on the 2562-grid (relative error is less than 0.1 percent). Then the terms in
the filtered Navier-Stokes equations are restricted to a coarse grid, which contains 642 cells of
size hi × h2 with hi = Li/64, so we have Ai = 2hi. This LES-grid is considerably coarser
than the DNS-grid, but should be sufficiently fine to perform a well-resolved LES. In 2D the
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Table 2. Classification of terms in the filtered equations.
System I

System II

Category

Morn.equation Energyequation

Mom. equation Energyequation

Large
Medium

Ojfif~,(tj +0~0
Oj÷ij
Al,i

Ojfigi~zj +Oi~
Oi~-~j

Small
Negligible

A2, i

Oj((~ + p)~ij)

Oi(%~zj),OjO.i
B1, B2, B3
B4, B5
B6, B7

Cl,i

Oj((g + ~)~2j)

Oj(flj~j),Oj~j
D1, D2
D3, D4, D5

C2,1

energy spectrum shows a range in which E ,,~ k -n up to wave numbers k ~ 25. For the
mixing layer the value of the exponent n is close to 4 as has been observed by others [12]
and corresponds with the predictions by Saffman [13]. Alternative, theoretical, predictions
suggest different values [14]. The filter-width selected, corresponds to a cut-off at k ~, 16,
well within this 'inertial range', so that the subgrid terms are quite significant compared to
the mean terms, thus constituting a relevant test-case for 2D subgrid term analysis. Finally,
the order of magnitude of quantities defined on the LES-grid is measured with the discrete
L2-norm, which is denoted by I1.11.
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4. l. CLASSIFICATIONOF TERMS
Applying the above procedure to the DNS-data, it appears that all terms in the filtered
momentum and energy equations can be grouped into four categories which all have a discrete
L2-norm differing at least one order of magnitude. This ordering of the filtered- and subgrid
terms was observed to hold for all stages in the evolution after a well developed roll-up had
occurred. We introduce four levels: large (L), medium (M), small (S) and negligible (N).
For example, terms a, b, c and d belong to the categories L, M, S and N respectively, if
Ilall > 1011511,Ilbll > 1011cll and Ilcll > 1011dll. Table 2 denotes for each term in the filtered
equations to which category it belongs. The table shows that all convective terms are in the
category L, while all viscous and heat-flux terms are in the category M. The subgrid-terms
appear in the categories M, S and N. From these a priori results we conclude that LESmodels should at least focus on the medium subgrid-terms, since they are of the same order
of magnitude as the filtered viscous and heat-flux terms, which are always incorporated in a
viscous calculation. Moreover, neglecting the terms in classes S and N seems to be allowed
from this a priori calculation. Note, however, that it is necessary to verify these conclusions by
confronting actual LES results, in which models for the subgrid terms have been introduced,
with filtered DNS results [9]. In the following we will discuss the classification in more detail.
First we will consider the momentum equations of system I and II, given in equations (13)
and (16). Then the energy equations of both systems will be discussed. Finally, we will make
some remarks about effects of compressibility.
We turn to the classification of the terms in the momentum equation of system I, found in
the second column of Table 2. The sum of the large terms is about 15 times larger than the
medium terms, i.e. IILII
1511MII. However, it appears that the two contributions to this sum
are approximately 10 times as large as the sum itself, which is expressed by
(21)
This is possibly related to the occurrence of coherent structures, which are vortices in case of
the mixing layer. A characterization of a coherent structure is that its lifetime (-,~ fi~zi~Or(~(zi))
is much larger than the local turnover time (,~ fiui/Oj (fi(~iuj)). The norms of the two medium
terms in the first component of the momentum equation, the turbulent stress term IIA1,1 II =
II0j aljll and the viscous flux IlOd jll are plotted in Fig. 4. The viscous flux dominates in
the initial stage of the simulation, which indicates that the main process in this period is the
viscous flattening of the initial profile. Although the turbulent stress is negligible initially, it
grows and attains a maximum at the time when the initially prescribed perturbations saturate.
So, after a transient stage, the norm of the turbulent stress tensor is comparable to the norm of
the filtered viscous term, showing that incorporating the turbulent stress tensor in a subgridmodel is unavoidable. Finally it appears that IINII
IIMII/1000, which proves that the
negligible term is extremely small indeed. All these considerations are nearly the same for
the momentum equation of system II (column 4 in Table 2). The most noticeable difference
is that the medium subgrid quantity which occurs in this equation, Cl,i, is about 10% smaller
than the turbulent stress Al,i. The observation that IILII ~ 15[[MI[ does not imply that the
medium terms are much smaller than the convective terms in all parts of the flow. Indeed, an
expression like Ilall << Ilbll means that lal << Ibl in most parts of the flow, but regions with
lal > Ibl may exceptionally occur. However, in our analysis we have found that only in a
relatively small number of isolated grid-points on the LES-grid the medium terms are larger
than the convective terms.
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Fig. 4. The subgrid-term I[Oj~alj II (solid) and the viscous term 11o5~15II (dashed).

Next we turn to the evolution equation for the energy density of system I (Table 2;
column 3). The ratios between the different classes are: [[L[[ ~ 1501[M[], I[MI[ ~ 301[S[1
and [[S[[ ~ 30[IN[[. In Fig. 5 the three medium subgrid-terms are shown, which are of the
same order of magnitude as the viscous and heat-flux term. It can be observed, that the
pressure dilatation subgrid-term B2 is as large as the other medium subgrid-terms. Therefore,
if a subgrid-model is used for this energy equation, also the pressure dilatation subgrid-term
appears to require modelling. A posteriori tests should be performed, however, in order to
determine which of the subgrid-terms represent the most important contribution in an actual
LES. Different terms which, a priori, appear to be of comparable magnitude, can have quite
different effects in actual LES [9]. On the other hand, since [[L[[ ~ 15011M[[ we expect that
the medium subgrid-terms in the energy equation are less essential for LES than the medium
subgrid-terms in the momentum equation, where JILl[ ~ 15[[M[[. For the energy equation
of system II (Table 2; column 5) the ratios between L, M and S are the same as in system
I, but negligible terms do not appear. For example the quantity D5 is an order of magnitude
higher than the corresponding quantity/37 of system I. The difference between D5 and/37 is
approximately Oj (# (T) Oja kk / (RePr)), obtained using relation (19). This contribution is the
main consequence of the introduction of a modified temperature, as it appears in system II.
This consideration and the fact that the momentum equation of system II contains a modified
pressure are the reasons that we prefer system I above system II. Consequently, the remaining
part of this study is restricted to the equations of system I.
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and ]IB~[I (dotted).
The discussion so far was restricted to the MR = 0.2 case. We will consider the influence
of compressibility next, based on the MR = 0.6 simulation. Firstly, if the Mach number is
increased the magnitudes of the non-dimensional convective terms and medium subgrid-terms
decrease, while the magnitudes of the viscous and heat-flux terms stay at the same level. This
illustrates that the amount of turbulence in the mixing layer decreases, when compressibility is
increased. In order to give nonlinear effects a more dominant role in compressible simulations,
one could increase the Reynolds number. Secondly, the convective term of the energy equation
(e.g. 0j((~ + p)~zj) of system I) draws our attention. Until the moment of pairing this term
is considerably smaller in the MR = 0.6 case than in the MR = 0.2 case, which is obvious
when we realise that the pressure is proportional to 1 / M 2. However, at the moment of pairing
this term strongly increases in the compressible case, which is due to a strong increase of
the velocity divergence. Another compressibility effect is the increase of the negligible terms,
which become 10 times as large when the Mach number is increased from 0.2 to 0.6. Therefore,
although these terms are negligible for the subsonic case, it is not evident that they may be
neglected in supersonic and hypersonic simulations.
Finally, it is remarkable that for both MR = 0.2 and MR = 0.6 the pressure dilatation
subgrid-term B2 has relatively the same order of magnitude within the group of medium
subgrid-terms in the energy equation of system I. Although this term describes a purely
compressible effect, it does not dominate over the other medium subgrid-terms when the
Mach number is increased to 0.6. So all medium subgrid-terms in the energy equation equally
gain in significance when the Mach number is increased.
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4.2. DISCRETIZATIONERRORS
In the sequel a representative subgrid-term and the corresponding discretization error will
be compared for three different spatial discretizations and several filter widths. We focus on
the non-dissipative part of the filtered momentum-equation in the x 1-direction (as found in
system I), which contains a representative convective term, a pressure term and the subgrid
term Al,1 = Oj(fialj). The subgrid term has been introduced because within a LES the
convective term, OjpUlUj, cannot be calculated directly, since it is not expressed in terms of
the filtered variables. However, the convective term based on filtered variables, Oj (P~I ~j),
cannot be calculated exactly either, since the quantities fi and fij are only known at discrete
grid points. Similarly, the pressure term introduces a discretization error. Therefore, denoting
the discrete spatial derivative operator by 5j, we obtain

0j (#filfij) -t- 01p = t~j (/~l~j) -t-~lff-t-~1,

(22)

in which ]~1 is the discretization error. So, whereas formally OjP-gi-g-f + OlP is required,
only 6j (fSfil~j) + Sip is available in a LES-study. Consequently, there is a total discrepancy
AI,1 d- ]31, since

0/~-7-~ + Olp = ,~s(~a~a~) + ,hP + AI,1 + 3~.
Whereas the subgrid-term Al,1 is usually modelled with a subgrid-model, the discretization
error ~1 is not taken into account. The question we address is whether this is justified. We have
already described the procedure to calculate subgrid quantities like AI,1. The discretization
error 31 is readily calculated as the difference between the fine and coarse grid derivatives,
since the operator 5j in equation (22) is a discretization of the partial derivative on the coarse
LES-grid.
Results will be shown for three operators 6j: the above-mentioned second-order finite
volume discretization, the fourth-order five point central difference and a Fourier pseudospectral method [16]. As a typical example, the DNS-results for MR = 0.2 at t = 80 are
used to calculate the magnitudes of A1,1 and ~1- At this time the flow is fully developed but
not yet oversaturated, since the pairing has not been fully completed. Furthermore, a priori
tests at different times have been performed and gave rise to the same conclusions. Figure
6 presents ]IAI,1 II and Ilfll II for the second-order, fourth-order and pseudo-spectral method
respectively. The variable r is the ratio A/h, in which the coarse grid size h is kept constant
and corresponds to a grid with 642 cells. We observe that Al,l "~ A2 to close approximation
and the components of the turbulent stress tensor aij are of order A 2 as well. Next we compare
the three discretization methods. If A = h, the discretization error/31 is larger than the subgrid
term AI,1 for all three methods. Consequently, in this case it is not useful to perform LES even
with a perfect subgrid-model. If A is sufficiently larger than h, which corresponds to smoother
fields on the same 64E-grid, one finds that AI,1 is considerably larger than 131. In this regime
the second-order method shows a small decrease of the discretization error for increasing
A, whereas the fourth-order finite difference and the pseudo-spectral method show a rapidly
decaying discretization error for increasing A. Hence, in this regime these two methods are
considerably more accurate than the second-order method.
Similar behavior is observed for LES-grids that are coarser or finer than the 642-grid.
Figure 7 (A = h) and Fig. 8 (A = 2h) show the norms of subgrid term and discretization
errors for several values of the LES-grid size h. In these figures the coarsest and finest grid
contain 162 and 1282 cells respectively. We observe that the second-order method is more
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accurate than the fourth-order method for coarse LES-grids. Moreover, we again notice that
all three discretization methods yield discretization errors that are larger than the subgrid term
when A = h. These observations can serve as a guidance in deciding about appropriate (A, h)
combinations for a specific spatial discretization method on a given grid. When A is increased
the filtered fields become smoother which reduces the discretization error as is shown in
Figs. 6-8. These smoothed fields, however, also contain progressively less information about
the smaller scales. Hence, it is impractical to adopt a very large value of A in view of
discretization errors alone, but rather select a 'minimal' value of A such that the effects of
the discretization errors on the simulation remain within reasonable bounds. In view of the
above results we expect A = 2h to be a reasonable choice in combination with fourth order
or spectral discretization methods. For a second order accurate method a higher value of A
appears to be required in view of the influence of the discretization error, at the expense of
obtaining less information of the smaller scales in the flow [26]. A study of actual LES can
further clarify this point.

4.3. SUBGRIDMODELLING
The DNS-results provide the possibility to investigate the quality of the subgrid-modelling.
In this paper we will only consider the modelling of the subgrid-terms in the momentum-
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equations. Three models for the turbulent stress tensor aij will be investigated. The most
well-known subgrid model is Smagorinsky's model [1], given by

aS

= l)tSij ,

(23)

with eddy-viscosity
vt = ( C s A ) 2 S ~ j O i a , ,

(24)

and
S~i = 0 ~

+ O, aj - 5~#Okuk.

(25)

C s is the Smagorinsky constant, which we choose equal to 0.17 as suggested in the literature
[27]. Smagorinsky's model is an eddy-viscosity model; the following two models are not of
this type.
Clark et al. [3] have derived a model for the cross-term component of the turbulent stress in
incompressible flow, making use of Taylor expansions for the filtered velocity. With the same
technique an expansion for the complete turbulent stress aij is obtained. The lowest order term
in A in this expansion can be proposed as subgrid-model (noted by German• [28] as well).
When we perform a similar analysis for the Favre-filtered velocities in compressible LES, it
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appears that the lowest order term in the expansion of aij is the same as in the incompressible
case. Hence, the second subgrid-model which we consider is given by

ac = la2(Ok

)(Ok j).

(26)

The third model which we will discuss is Bardina's scale similarity model [29],

a~=~i~j

- ~iuj.

(27)

Here it is assumed that the turbulent stress aij is described by the resolved turbulent stress ai~.
The extra filtering in equation (27) is not performed with the Favre-filter, but the 'bar-filter' is
applied. The reason is that an explicit calculation of a Favre-filtered quantity (e.g. ~i) requires
the unfiltered density p, which is not available in an actual LES.
We will test the performance of these models by calculating norms and correlations.
Comparison of the norm of the modelled turbulent stress with the norm of the exact turbulent
stress indicates whether the model correctly predicts the average value of the turbulent stress.
Moreover, the correlation of the modelled turbulent stress with the exact turbulent stress
measures the quality of the spatial structure of the modelled turbulent stress. The tests are
performed on vector level, i.e. we consider the divergences of the turbulent stress tensor, which
occur in the momentum equation. In Fig. 9 IlOj aljll is compared with the corresponding
norms of the three subgrid-models, whereas Fig. 10 is a similar plot for the subgrid-term that
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is found in the momentum equation in the xa-direction. Moreover, Figs. 11 and 12 show the
correlations for the terms Oj#alj and Ojfia2j respectively.
In Fig. 9 we observe that Smagorinsky's model is much too dissipative in the transitional
regime of the simulation (as also observed by Piomelli [5]) but that beyond the moment of
pairing the norm of the subgrid-terms is quite reasonably predicted for the value of Cs = 0.17.
However, the spatial structure of the turbulent stress is not adequately modelled at all, which
can be inferred e.g. from the correlation coefficients for Smagorinsky's model which are
low and heavily fluctuating in time (Figs. 11 and 12). In principle, this model represent the
trace-free part of the turbulent stress only, so we should compare aS with a~j - (2/3)~ija~k.
However, such a comparison shows that the performance of the model is worse than when it
is simply compared with aij (as above), although the difference is not large.
When we turn to the other two models, we observe that their performance is excellent with
respect to both their magnitude and their spatial structure with correlations higher than 0.95.
We observe that both models slightly underpredict the turbulent stress. In contrast to eddyviscosity models, these two models easily lead to instabilities when used in an actual LES
for the two-dimensional mixing layer. Numerical instabilities caused by a different subgridmodel are reported in [30, 31]. Such instabilities, which in some cases can be interpreted as
a negative eddy-viscosity, should be overcome before an a posteriori test of LES with these
subgrid-models is possible. Results of this study will be presented in the future.
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The excessive dissipation of Smagorinsky's model in the transitional regime is not observed
in Fig. 10, but only in Fig. 9, which corresponds to the momentum equation for P--u-i. If an
eddy-viscosity model is applied, the largest contribution to the subgrid-terms in the transitional
stage is given by the term - 02(fivtO2ftl). This term, which occurs in OjpaSj, but not in
OjpaSj, is initially large, since the initial mean profile is given by ul = tanh y. Consequently,
the excessive dissipation of an eddy-viscosity model in the transitional stage is due to the
presence of mean shear. Beyond the moment of pairing the other components of the rate of
strain tensor become important as well and the norm of the subgrid terms corresponding to
the dissipation of the remaining vortex is well approximated with the Smagorinsky model.
In the momentum equations the turbulent stress occurs on vector-level, but it is also
interesting to consider the turbulent stress on tensor-level, i.e. to consider the components
of aij. Here we will restrict the discussion to a12, the cross component of aij. Firstly we
will discuss a widely used decomposition of a12 and then the spatial structure of a12 will be
analysed.
The turbulent stress can be decomposed into three parts (e.g. [2]),

aij = Lij + Vii --k Rij.

(28)
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The tensors Lq, Cii and R/j which are called Leonard-, cross- and Reynolds-stresses respectively, are defined as

Lq

=

~i~j

C~j

-~

~~ j

Rij

~- u i u j ,
It

-- U i U j ,
Zti"-U j

where u~ = ui - zSi denotes the small-scale component of the velocity. In Fig. 13 the
norms of at2, L12, C12 and R12 are plotted. Firstly, we observe that Rt2 has only a very small
contribution to a12. This may be due to the fact that in the mixing layer large-scale structures
are found, which mainly contribute to the Leonard- and cross-terms when they are filtered.
Another reason is that for two-dimensional turbulence the slope of the energy spectrum is
steeper than for three-dimensional turbulence. In 3D the role of R12 is more important [27],
although in that case Ll2 and C12 are important as well [3]. The fact that R12 is small also
explains the poor correlation of Smagorinsky's model, since this model has been developed
for flows in which R12 is dominant. Moreover, Fig. 13 shows that both L12 and C12 are larger
than in their sum Lt2 + C12. Consequently, if one attempts to model these terms one should
model them both. It is more justifiable to neglect them both than to take into account only one
of them [32].
Next we show the spatial structure of a12 in Fig. 14a at t = 140, that is after pairing. It is
observed that the turbulence intensity is not maximum at the core of the vortex, but away from
the core and, moreover, a 'saddle'-structure is apparent. This can be analysed by introducing a
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simple vortex model, as will be shown below. The vortex appears to be approximately radially
symmetric with a Gaussian shape, so we introduce polar coordinates (r, 0) and assume
w ( r ) = b e -or2

with

b<0, c>0,

(29)

where w is the vorticity. If we use the additional assumptions vo = 0 in the core of the vortex
and vr = 0, the velocity component vo is obtained by integration of the vorticity,
1
vo(r) = r

/:

sa;(s) ds = - b.

~-~-cr(e- c : - 1).

(30)

This velocity profile satisfies the stationary incompressible Euler equations in polar coordinates. As a result of these simplifying assumptions, the momentum equation in the radial
direction reduces to
-

pv /r = -o p,

(31)

which implies Orp > 0. It follows that the pressure attains a minimum in the vortex core,
which is also observed in our simulations.
Having introduced this vortex model, we derive an expression which gives the spatial
structure o f al2. I f the t o p - h a t filter is used, o n e c a n p r o o f that

AE
a12 = - i ~ V U l • V u 2 q- O ( A 4 )

(32)
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(compare equation (26)). In this case the Cartesian velocity components ui are
ul = - v o ( r ) sin0
~2 ~" ~0(~') COS0

When we substitute this in equation (32) and use the expression for V u i in polar coordinates,
we obtain
A2
a12 = ~ sin(20)((vo/r) 2 -- (Gvo) 2) + O(A4).

(33)

Finally equation (30) is substituted in this expression, which yields
A2b 2
[
a12 -- 24cr,2 sin(20)e -~2 1

1 "4- e7"2 ]
e~Z j + O(A4),

(34)

in which the sign of the expression between the square brackets is positive. In Fig. 14b the
lowest order term of equation (34) is shown for the values of b = - 0 . 6 8 and c = 0.04, which
gives a good approximation for the intensity and the radius of the vortex structure. We observe
a reasonable agreement with Fig. 14a. A similar analysis can be performed for the diagonal
components of aij, but then the agreement is much less satisfactory, showing that the assumed
Gaussian structure of the vortex core constitutes only a rough representation.
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Fig. 14. Contours of the a~2-component of (a) the exact turbulent stress and (b) the turbulent stress derived from
the vortex model. Solid contours and dotted contours correspond with negative and positive values respectively.
The contour increment is 0.0002.
W e h a v e d i s c u s s e d the turbulent stress o n vector-level, o n tensor-level and finally w e turn
to the turbulent stress o n scalar-level, as it o c c u r s in the p r o d u c t i o n term o f the e q u a t i o n o f
turbulent kinetic e n e r g y :

P = -fiaijOj~zi.

(35)
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If the eddy-viscosity hypothesis given in equation (23) is valid, P is positive as can easily be
proven. Following ref. [6] we split this term into two parts P = P+ - P_, with
P+ = (IPI + P)/2

and

P_ = (IPI - P)/2

(36)

In regions of the flow where P is positive, energy flows from the resolved scales to
subgrid scales, whereas if P is negative, the transfer of energy is in the reverse direction.
Consequently, P+ and P_ are interpreted as forward scatter and backscatter respectively. In
Fig. 15 the norms P+ and P_ are plotted as a function of time. It follows that both quantities
are of comparable size during a significant part of the simulation, which implies that an eddyviscosity model, which does not produce any backscatter, is not an accurate subgrid model
for the two-dimensional mixing layer. This result is in agreement with the observation that
the correlation of the Smagorinsky model with the exact turbulent stress is poor. Backscatter
is not restricted to turbulence in two dimensions, but is also important in three-dimensional
transitional and turbulent flows [6].

5. The mixing layer in 3D
In sections 3 and 4 we have discussed the DNS and filtering of results of the mixing layer in
two dimensions. In this section we present results obtained for the three-dimensional case.
We consider the temporal compressible mixing layer in a cubic geometry. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the Xl - and x3-direction, while in the z2 direction the boundaries
are free slip walls. As in other simulations of the three-dimensional mixing layer [15, 16], the
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length L1 of the domain is set equal to four times the wavelength of the most unstable mode.
Superimposed on the mean profile we put a three-dimensional large amplitude perturbation,
as described in [17]. In this 3D-case we only consider the case MR = 0.2 and use Re = 50
[16].
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A direct numerical simulation is performed with the second-order accurate finite volume
method described in section 3 on a grid with 1283 cells. The scenario of the simulation
consists of a roll-up and successive pairings of the spanwise vorticity (Fig. 16). At t = 20
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the fundamental instability rolls up and produces four rollers of mainly negative spanwise
vorticity. These rollers rotate around each other in such a way that two pairs are formed. Within
each pair the rollers merge and as a result the layer contains two highly three-dimensional
rollers at t = 40 with a reasonable amount of positive spanwise vorticity. Another pairing,
accomplished at t = 80, yields a single roller in which the spanwise vorticity exhibits a
complex structure with many positive regions. This structure is an effect of the transition
to turbulence which has been triggered by the pairing at t = 40 [15]. In order to check the
accuracy of the simulation an additional run is performed with a different numerical method,
which is fourth-order accurate in space for the convective terms. When compared with the
second-order simulation, the evolution of the vorticity thickness, which is a sensitive quantity,
shows differences up to 10 per cent. The evolution of other quantities is much more accurate;
for example the momentum thickness [33] is the same within half a per cent. Moreover, a
repetition of this simulation using 1923 cells showed that converged results are obtained on
1283 cells. If we simulate with these two numerical methods on a coarse grid of 643 cells,
much larger differences are observed. The four results for the momentum thickness are shown
in Fig. 17. From these considerations we conclude that the accuracy of the 1283-DNS is
sufficient for our purposes. We also checked that the conclusions drawn in this section equally
apply when the 643-DNS is used.
In the following we will focus on two aspects: the role of the discretization error in LES and
the correlation of subgrid-models. We use the DNS-database at t = 70, which is just before
the last pairing has been completed. The coarse LES-grid which we consider contains 323
cells (h = L1/32). Figure 18 shows the subgrid-term AI,1 = Oj(~ U) and the discretization
error/31 defined in (22) for the second- and fourth-order accurate method as functions of the
ratio v = A/h. If we compare this with Fig. 7, corresponding to the 2D-case, we observe that
AI,1 only slowly increases and eventually decreases if v is increased. This different behaviour
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Table 3. Correlation coefficientsfor several subgrid-models.
model
Smagorinsky
Clark et al.
Bardina

~--ff?-equation ~--~-equation ~-~-equation
0.35
0.97
0.92

0.25
0.95
0.89

0.38
0.96
0.91

is a consequence of the difference between the slope of the energy spectrum in 2D and 3D.
This slope is approximately - 4 in 2D, while it is roughly - 5/3 in 3D as was calculated
from the DNS results [20]. However, the conclusions on the discretization error drawn from
the analysis in 3D are the same as in 2D. The magnitude of the discretization error is larger
than the subgrid-term for both second- and fourth-order accurate methods. Discretization
errors are smaller than subgrid-terms, if the ratio r is sufficiently large. Moreover in that
regime fourth-order discretizations are more accurate than second-order discretizations. We
have not only considered the momentum equation for ~--~, but calculated the subgrid-terms
and discretization errors in the equations for pu2 and pu3 as well. No significant differences
with the results for the pul-equation, discussed above, were found.
Next we use the results at t -- 70 in order to determine the correlation of the turbulent
stress with the turbulent stress prescribed by the three models introduced in subsection 4.3.
Table 3 presents the correlations for A = L1/32. As in the 2D-case we observe that the two
non-eddy viscosity models correlate much better than Smagorinsky's model, which is of the
eddy-viscosity type. Similar values are obtained if we use a database which corresponds to a
different time (e.g. t = 80).

6. Conclusions
We have performed a priori tests of LES, in which we focussed on a classification of the
(subgrid)-terms, the role of the discretization error and the correlation of some subgridmodels. For this purpose we filtered the results of reliable direct numerical simulations of the
compressible mixing layer in two and three dimensions. The magnitudes of the (subgrid)terms which occur in the filtered equations for compressible flow have been calculated and, as
a consequence, they could be classified quite naturally in four groups. The classification shows
that subgrid-models which incorporate the energy equation should at least take into account
the divergence pressure velocity term B1, pressure dilatation term B2 and the divergence
turbulent stress velocity term B3. A model for B3 is obvious, if a model for the turbulent stress
is available. For the subgrid-term B1 an eddy-diffusivity hypothesis is usually adopted. The
subgrid-term B2 however, is often neglected in subgrid-models for the energy equation, which
is inconsistent. These a priori results were shown in detail for the 2D temporal application
which shows the evolution of predominantly large scale structures and only a small amount of
small scale influences as was inferred from the high value of the slope in the tail of the energy
spectrum. In the 3D simulation a well developed turbulent flow field resulted. However, the
main conclusions on the subgrid terms appear to be quite comparable to the 2D results, in spite
of the significant differences between the 2D and 3D simulations. For example the correlation
of the subgrid models with the turbulent stress was found to be low for eddy viscosity models
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and high for the Clark and Bardina models, roughly independent o f the dimension, i.e. o f the
amount o f small scale structures.
M o r e o v e r we have shown that discretization errors are larger than subgrid-terms if the
filter width A equals the grid size h, although most m o d e m LES research is based on the
proposition A = h. This was observed for both a second-order and a fourth-order accurate
discretization method. Consequently, the accuracy o f LES is not adequate in this regime
and quantitative predictions m a y be questionable. Furthermore, we have presented numerical
evidence to support the hypothesis that simulations with A sufficiently larger than h result in
smaller numerical errors. This increased accuracy is more significant if higher than secondorder accurate discretizations are used. Another aspect o f L E S which we have analysed is
the performance o f three subgrid-models. It t u r n s out that the non-eddy-viscosity models
investigated correlate considerably better with the exact turbulent stress than Smagorinsky's
model, which is o f the eddy-viscosity type.
This study has been restricted to a priori tests o f LES. We hope that a future study, which
will incorporate a posteriori tests o f LES, will yield further insight into the issues discussed
above.
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